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1.

(a) Which of
application

the following is not an
of artificial intelligence ?

(t)

(it)

@ Database management system

(iu) Natural language processing
(Clrrc,ose tle corred option)

Contd.

I

tull marks



"-*"-

is an informed search
(Fill in the btank)

(d)

(c)

(b)

correct way to solve a problem of-_ 

is an heuristic search
algorithm.argonthm. (Fill in the blank)

The correcf rrrarr fn c^t--^ ^ ,- i ,

state-space search is

(r) forward from the initial state

(u) backward from the goal state

(tu) Both (i) and (ii)

(Choose the correct option)

AI agents are composed of

architecture

program

Both (i) and, (ii)

None of the above

(Clwose tlrc corect option)
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(e)

(t)

(u)

\tn

(iu)

A Knowledge in AI can be represented as

None of the above
(Choose th.e correct oPtion)

(g) State space in AI is

0 a specific Problem state

(it collection of all problem states

(iit) initial state and goal state

(iu) None of the above' ' (Clr:lose tlue corect oPtion)

First order logic for the statement for
every x, if x l" a scientist, then x is
intelligent' is

0 y a scientist (x) scholar (rf

0n 3 a scientist (x) scholar (x)

(iil All of the above

(iu) None of the above
(Clwose tle anrect oPtion)
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(h)

0

@

(tu)

(iu)



0 In first order logic, lxY g is not similar
to V Aix. (State Tfirc or False)

0 In first order logic, 1x3g is not similar
to 1g1x . (State Tlue or False)

2. Define the following terms : (ang four)
2x4=8

(a) Intelligent agent

(b) Heuristic search

(c) Frames

(d) Quantifier

(e) Default reasoning

(fl Path cost

(g) Goal state

(h) Parsing
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3. Answer ang three of the following
questions : 5x3=15

(a) What are the capabilities, computer
should possess to pass Turing test ?

(b) List down the characteristics of
intelligent agent.

(c) What are the categories of intelligent
agents ? Describe briefly.

(d,) What are the advantages of breadth-
Iirst search ?

Define constraint satisfaction problern
with the help of an example.

Give brief introduction of basic elements

of first-order predicate logic.

Assume the following facts :

. Diganta only likes easy courses

. Computer Science courses are
hard

. All the courses in the History
department are easy

. HIS3O1 is a history course

Use resolution to answer the question,
'What course should Diganta like ?'
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(e)

a

(s)



(h) What is probabilistic reasoning ?

Explain.

4. Answer orny three of the following
questions : 1Ox3=30

(a) Explain the rational agent approach of

AI.

(b) What is production system ? Write

in artificial intelligence.

(c) Write A" algorithm and discuss briefly

the advantages and disadvantages of

it.

(d) What are the problems encountered

during hill climbing and what are the

ways available to deal with these

problems ?

(e) What is meant by means-ends

4+6= 1O
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Write a prolog program to implement
two predicates evenlength (List) and
oddlength (List) so that they are true if
their argument is a list of even or odd
length respectively.

Define natural language processing.
Briefly explain top-down and bottom-
up parsing.
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